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This bulletin announces an effective date for discontinuance of several CMA
participant frame and spacer components.
NFRC will be revoking the following CMA frame and spacer components
associated with these manufacturers that are withdrawing from the CMA program.
ADCO Products
Brombal USA
FM Graham
Tormax Technologies
As of the effective date, November 7, 2014, frame and spacer components from
these manufacturers may not be used in any product submitted for a Label
Certificate or Bid Report. Label Certificates already approved before the effective
date remain valid. Bid Reports generated before the effective date cannot
progress to Label Certificates afterward and should not be used for preliminary
code compliance. Label Certificates submitted, but not approved by the IA before
the effective date, cannot be approved after the effective date.
Independent ACE Organizations: Please check your active frame assemblies,
products and projects for use of components from the affected manufacturers.
Please determine if the label certificate will be completed before the effective date.
If a label certificate has been submitted for approval, contact the IA to confirm the
label certificate can be approved before the effective date.
Inspection Agencies: New frame components or label certificates from the
affected manufacturers may not be approved. NFRC recommends checking any
pending label certificates and approving them before the effective date or
informing the ACE the label certificate will not be approved.
NFRC is working to change the affected frame components’ status to revoked for
all frame and spacer components associated with the above-listed manufacturers.
Once the status becomes revoked, the components are not visible to CMAST
users. When revocation is complete, NFRC will notify all CMAST users to
synchronize. The affected components will remain visible in the client prior to
synchronization.

Contact Jen Padgett at 240-821-9515 with any questions.
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